
    
JD For Paid Logistics & Administration Co-Ordinator 

  
Salary: £2500 for the entire shift. Payment is based on tasks rather than hours, but we 
have estimated this on the basis of working 166 hours (approx.) at £15/hour mid July- 
end of September.  
Location: Remote working 
Structure: Self employed consultant 
Hours: Flexible  -and by that we really mean flexible. We focus instead on clear targets 
of what must be achieved and when by. There are three limits to the flexibility: you will 
need to check and respond to emails at least once a day at least four days in a 
Monday-Friday week, you will need to do a one hour meeting on either a 
Monday-Thursday weekday evening or Sunday daytime with the co-directors, and we 
will need you to do some of the hours in the time period of 17-28th August. If any of 
these things are not possible for you, then please do not apply – we hope to have other 
roles in the future! 
Contact for Enquiries: Martha Jephcott & Charlotte Fischer, Co-Directors, 
hello@loveandpower.co.uk 
  
Introduction 
Thank you for exploring working with Love & Power, the home organisation of the Some 
Women Need to Walk campaign. Every volunteer, every person who joins us, every 
letter, and every action gets us closer to two things in feminist utopia - winning the 
campaign for emergency accommodation for survivors of domestic abuse, and building 
a community of feminist campaigners ready to take on the world. We’re so grateful for 
you considering being part of it. 

Love and Power is a new feminist organisation that has built the campaign Some 
Women Need To Walk.  Some Women Need to Walk is a campaign for emergency 
accommodation for survivors of domestic abuse. In the past two months 80,000 people 
have taken action with the campaign – by signing a petition, taking part in a public 
action of ‘donating’ their daily exercise, writing to their MPs, or all of the above. 
  
In the next four months we’ve got two aims. The first aim is building training that allows 
us to grow a community of feminists who are able and willing to take action. Our training 



is going to be delivered  through regular hour long trainings and two multi day 
Intersectional Feminist Boot Camps (one for under 18s and one for adults), Our second 
aim is moving the campaign forward to ensure survivors of domestic abuse have a 
place to go when they need to leave.  You can read more about us by going to 
loveandpower.co.uk or see this Huffington Post profile of us at 
https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/socially-distanced-protest-against-domestic-viole
nce-looks-like_uk_5eaa8152c5b648d16202d2b1 
  

What does the role of the logistics and administration co-ordinator involve? 

Our logistics and administration co-ordinator is the first position we are hiring for, on a 
consultant self employed basis. This person is going to be the lynchpin of what we build 
over the next three months, setting up the logistics that allows a community of feminists 
to come together and build a campaign that saves lives. You will thrive in a fast paced, 
start-up environment, be highly motivated, with a sky-high standard for yourself and 
others. We’re seeking someone creative, ambitious, kind, and determined, who has a 
track record of attention to detail and creating systems that allow all to flourish. 
  
To realise our full potential, we need someone exceptional to take ownership of the 
logistics and back end of our work. As Logistics and Administration Co-ordinator you will 
be responsible for building and developing the back end of  Love and Power as a social 
justice institution known for training leaders capable of acting together in the public 
arena to change the world 
  
Key Responsibilities: 

· Provide logistical support for the systems of application and acceptance into 
Intersectional Feminist Boot Camp and shorter training sessions 

· Work with the directors to devise and enact a comms plan that gets 
Intersectional Feminist Bootcamp out there to all those who are hungry and 
excited to learn some history of feminist activism, and build a community to 
change the world together. 

· Administer our registration systems including welcoming, security and our 
Scholarship system. 

· Administer- alongside volunteers – our email inbox, ensuring that those who 
write to Love & Power get a timely response that is rooted in care and justice 

· Relate to the speakers and staff who are teaching on the Bootcamp, 
confirming all timings, logistics, and doing a trial run on their tech, and 

https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/socially-distanced-protest-against-domestic-violence-looks-like_uk_5eaa8152c5b648d16202d2b1
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ensuring they have what they need to leave thinking, “that was a wonderful 
experience”. 

· Work with the Directors to identify an appropriate financial management 
system, and ensure financial records are accurate, complete and stored 
appropriately 

· Lead our security checks for speakers and participants 

· Liaise with our social media volunteers on publicity 

· Being the point person for concerns and questions around Intersectional 
Feminist Boot Camp and our online shorter trainings 

· Being the point person for communications both from and to attendees of 
Intersectional Feminist Boot Camp and trainings 

· Lead the day to day operations and management of all systems related to the 
training Love and Power are putting on 

·         Work with Love and Power directors to identify what processes and 
structures are needed to run this bootcamp and training sessions well and 
translate them into solutions - including a guide for others on how to build those 
operations. 

· Enact the financial administration of donations 

· Send out welcome packs to those registering - may be a mixture of on email 
and in post (all postage costs will be paid by Love & Power) 

  

Person Specification 

• You are passionate about, and committed to, creating a more fair, just and equal world 
•  You are friendly and solutions focused. You’re committed to giving people a great first 
impression of Love and Power  
•  You have the legal right to work within the United Kingdom 
• You're authentic and live with integrity - you're open, honest and brave 
• You are reliable and have follow-through - you do what you say you'll do, when you 
say you will 
• You pursue growth and display humility - you value feedback and being outside your 
comfort zone and are always willing to reflect, learn, grow and stretch yourself 
• You see and believe in the potential of a feminist training programme for activism and 
want to help steer the ship 



• You have a good sense of humour, even when telling a person the exact same thing 
for the fifth time that you’ve already written on four emails 
• You are kind, and people who may be being brave in applying to come to feminist 
bootcamp themselves will feel bolstered after speaking to you 
• You are not fearful of tension, knowing how to deploy it or confront it when necessary 
• You have excellent written and spoken English 
• You are able to manage your own time in order to get things done. You do not need 
supervision to draw out a plan of how to manage your own time, and you are 
comfortable sharing how you’re spending your time as part of a culture of accountability. 
• You are comfortable working with a diverse group of people, and are committed to not 
enacting transphobic, homophobic, racist, or antisemitic behaviours  
•  You are resilient and understand that as a feminist organisation, we may attract 
unkind messages. You feel comfortable recording these and escalating them.  
  
How to Apply 
  
Candidates will need to send a CV, a supporting application and two references (at 
least one from a former employer) addressing the following questions (no more than 
1000 words for all questions) by midnight on the 9th July to hello@loveandpower.co.uk : 
  
1. Tell us about a social justice issue that makes you angry and why it matters to you 
2. What else would you like us to know as we consider your candidacy for the Logistics 
and Administration Co-ordinator role? We’d appreciate any content or context that 
would be relevant for us to have and would showcase your interest and experiences. 
Make sure to include any explanation needed of the content within your email. We’re 
open to  it being in any form of media – if you want to send us links to campaigns you 
worked on similar roles around or work you’ve done in other roles, we’d love to see it. 
3. Information on the earliest you could begin the job, and your availability for interviews 
on the 17th July. 
  
We will be in touch for interviews with shortlisted candidates by the end of the day on 
the 13th July. 
 

We strongly welcome applicants from a black or minority ethnic background, and 
women, men and non binary people are all welcome to apply for this role. This role is 

not appropriate for anyone with previous domestic abuse convictions.  
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